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Amy and Megan,

I see that the Conservancy's Ballona Wetlands Restoration Project page still has not been
updated with any information about the recent Court ruling. Does the Conservancy
still believe that CDFW "anticipate[s] permit applications for these sequences will be
submitted by June 2023"? The lack of transparency and accountability for this project as it
continues to waste time and money is truly deplorable.

Attached are my presentation slides for next week.  I would also like to play the clip from the
May 27, 2021 Coastal Conservancy meeting starting at the linked timestamp below.

https://youtu.be/w7S4A177FKs?t=12513

Thank you.

Walter Lamb
Ballona Wetlands Land Trust
310-384-1042
Facebook
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“an area of the reserve that has been hydrologically starved from its water source for many decades” - CDFW

Ballona Wetlands Land Trust





Impact of Recent Court Ruling









“The 46,000 number is fact. It was given to us by [the] Corps. The reality is they’ve just given us multiple numbers.”
- Chuck Bonham, CDFW Director



“The DEIR makes it appear that the 46,000 cfs standard for the Project had been approved by the Corps . . . by repeating an outdated Corps standard instead of disclosing the Corps’ actual position, the DEIR is not a good faith effort at disclosure.”
- Court ruling







“By the date of the FEIR, CDFW knew that Public Works had decided to support the 68,000 cfs number and that any change to the existing 68,000 cfs standard would require a detailed analysis of changes in velocity, water surface profiles, flow distribution, scour analysis, sediment transport analysis, and upstream and downstream impacts of proposed alterations”

“The 46,000 number is fact.” 







“CDFW also knew that the Corps had rejected its preliminary engineering design information and was willing to look at CDFW’s additional engineering on this issue, but it would not change its view absent clear evidence of no increased flood risk. Further, CDFW knew that the 68,000 cfs standard may require re-visiting a few chapters, raising the levee height, and all the calculations that go with it.”

“The 46,000 number is fact.” 







Infeasible Public Access Plan
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Actual Public Access
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Our mission: Protect these wetlands from the Coastal Conservancy
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